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Dr. Fenykovy has very frequently employed this treatment,
and usually with marked success. Indeed, he says that
three-fourths of his cases have done very well without any
quinine at all. -

THE HYDERABAD CHLOROFORM COMMISSION. I
THE limited space available in a telegraphic message

prevented Dr. Lauder Brunton from giving any details
concerning his experiments upon chloroform, and it is

altogether premature to argue a question still sasb judice.
We regret, therefore, that the lay press has, at least in
one instance, jumped to a conclusion certainly unwarranted
by the facts, as far they are at present before us.

A sensational paragraph, telling the public that at length
it is absolutely settled that chloroform kills by failure of
respiration, and never through syncope, is certainly calcu-
lated to do harm. When a lay paper goes on glibly to ob-
serve that if the pulse is left alone and the respiration
watched no danger can be incurred, we are reminded how
perilous is "a little knowledge." It then becomes our duty
to urge upon readers that the research which Dr. Lauder
Brunton has undertaken is one not lightly dealt with,
nor are conclusions to be formed until we have heard
Dr. Brunton himself state to what results his experiments
have led’ him. At present the whole question remains
in statit quo antea. Nor must the issues be confused. There
is another aspect of the question than that which up to
the present time has engaged Dr. Brunton’s attention-
namely, the evidence arrived at by clinical observation.

Bearing these facts in mind, it is evidently premature to
offer any decided opinion as to the exact inodits operandi
of death under chloroform, and it would certainly be wholly
unjustifiable to relax any of the precautions and care at
present adopted by practical anaesthetists as necessary when
dealing with chloroform.

FOREIGN UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.

Berlin.-Dr. Klemperer has qualified as privat-doeent in
Medicine, and Dr. Nitze in Diseases of the Urinary Organs.
Dr. Lassar has been appointed to give clinical instruction
for Professor Lewin, who has not quite recovered from his
illness.

I’reiburg.-Dr. Sonntag has qualified as privat-docent in
Midwifery and Gynaecology.
Leipsic.-Dr. Landerer has been promoted to the rank of

Extraordinary Professor of Bandaging and the Use of

Surgical Apparatus, and Dr. Tillmanns to be Extraordinary
Professor of Surgery.
Moscow.-Dr. Kusmin has been placed on the staff as

Extraordinary Professor of Surgery.
.PcMa.&mdash;Dr. Cervesato has been appointed Extraordinary

Professor of Children’s Diseases. Dr. P. Bonuzzi has

qualified as privat-docent in Medical Pathology.
St. Petersburg (Medico-ChirU)’gical Academy).-The can-

didates for the chair of Clinical Surgery, rendered vacant
by the death of Professor Bogdanovski, are Drs. Kruglevski,
Multanovski, and Ratimoff.

AT the next meeting of the Neurological Society, to be
held on Thursday, the 19th inst., at the National Hospital,
Queen-square, Mr. James Sully, A.M., is, we see, announced
to give an address on the Psycho-physical Process in Atten-
tion. The subject is one of much difficulty and interest,
and also of much practical importance. We understand
Mr. Sully will deal with the psychology of attention, and
the psycho-physical experiments bearing on it. He will
discuss the nervous process in attention, and its relation to
motor innervation; and, lastly, he will deal with habitual
directions of attention and interest, and the practical bear-
ings of the subject. I

PROFESSOR WESTPHAL of Berlin, who has been ill for
some time, is, we are sorry to learn, worse, and it is thought
unlikely that he will ever be able to resume the duties of
his chair. The charge of his clinic is for the present being
undertaken by Dr. Oppenheim.

AT an investiture of the Order of the Bath on the

5th inst. at Windsor, held by the Queen, Sir John Banks,
Physician in Ordinary to the Queen, was invested with the
Order of Knight Commander of the Bath.

THE publication of Sir Joseph Lister’s paper, read at the
Hunterian Society, has been deferred in consequence of
some further investigations which have been found neces-
sary. 

-

MR. C. LEOPOLD HUDSON, F.R.C.S. Eng., has been

appointed to the office of Surgical Registrar of the Middlesex
Hospital, vacant by the resignation of Mr. W. Roger
Williams. 

___

THE cholera epidemic in and round Bagdad, which had
a little abated about the middle of October, is stated to be
now raging there more violently than ever.

THE LANCET AND THE HYDERABAD
CHLOROFORM COMMISSION.

; WE have received by m:>.,il a copy of the Deccan Times
, containing an interesting account of a banquet given
i in honour of the members of the Hyderabad Chloroform

Commission by the Nawab Intesar Jung, on Tuesday,
Nov. 12th. The dinner, to which 140 guests sat down,
was given in the beautiful ball-room of the new Secun-
derabad Club, and left nothing to be desired as regarded
the perfection of the arrangements and the quality of the
viands. After the usual loyal toasts, the Nawab proposed
the health of the Minister, Sir Asman Jah, who responded
in the Urdu language, a translation of which was afterwards
read by the Minister’s secretary. The Minister, in proposing
the health of the members of the Chloroform Commission,
went into the history of the circumstances leading up to the
appointment of the Commission with a view to settling once
for all the vexed question of the attributes of chloroform.
The Minister’s concluding words were as follows :&mdash;" To
enable Dr. Lawrie to bring about such an inquiry, his

Highness was pleased to place a generous donation at his
disposal, and the proposal being communicated to THE
LANCET, perhaps the first medical journal of the world, the
conductors of that periodical induced Dr. Lauder Brunton,
whose name stands foremost in this branch of research, to
go out as their representative. The Government of India
has also been pleased to depute Surgeon-Major Bomford, a
distinguished member of the Indian Medical Service, to
assist at the conference. Experiments are performed daily
at the Residency Medical School on dogs and monkeys, in
which the effect of chloroform on the heart and on respira-
tion is noted by means of instruments of marvellous delicacy,
such as perhaps have never before been used in India. Now
I venture to say that we Mohammedans are peculiarly
entitled to sympathise with the objects of the Commis-
sion, for we were the first originators of that experimental
research which in the hands of Europe has led to such
magnificent results. The seed was sown by our ancestors,
and nourished with the waters of the Euphrates and the
Guadalquiver. Chloroform and ether, and some other
wonderful agents, have been obtained from substances first
discovered in the laboratories of a Razi, a Jubair, or an Ibu-
i-Yunus. Mussulman surgeons were the first to make use
of the actual cautery, and they invented instruments for
midwifery and for ophthalmic surgery. Ibu-i-Haisum,
known to Europe as Al Hazen, discovered the weight of
the atmosphere, and fixed its height at fifty-two miles:;
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enunciated the principle of aberration in optics; and almost
reconstructed that science on mathematical principles upon
the scant foundation laid by the Greeks."

Dr. Lauder Brunton, on rising to reply, was greeted with
,loud and continued applause. The following is an abstract
of Dr. Brunton’s remarks :-" cannot readily find words
to express my sense of the honour that you, our host, have
done to me and to the members of the Hyderabad Chloro-
- form Commission in inviting us here to-night. My enjoy-
ment to-night is alloyed by pain that I am unable ade-
quately to express my sense of the generosity of the
Nizam’s Government, and of all the kindness shown to a
stranger like myself since my arrival in Hyderabad; yet
this pain enhances the pleasure which the undeserved and
generous kindness affords. But the saddest thought with
which our pleasure is mixed is one which is nevertheless
itself the cause of our pleasure to-night-viz., that all over
the world men and women and children are suffering from
pain and calling for relief which it is not always in the
power of medical art to afford. In the speech which you
have just heard from our host, all the essential points inregard to anaesthetics have been so clearly put that it is
quite unnecessary for me to say more about them; I may
merely repeat that the questions which the Hyderabad
Chloroform Commission has to settle are : Why do deaths
occur during the administration of anaesthetics ? How are

they to be prevented ? Some men are inclined to think that
some such deaths are inevitable; whereas others, like my
’friend Surgeon-Major Lawrie, consider that they are quite
preventable, and that anaesthetics (and especially chloro-
form) may be always administered with safety provided
,proper care be taken. This is a question upon the solution
of which so much depends that for the last forty years

, or more men have been trying all over the world to
solve it. But all this time Governments which would
spend millions upon appliances for destroying life
have shown a singular apathy regarding means of saving
both life and suffering. It has been reserved for the
Nizam and his able Minister Sir Asman Jah to appoint a
’commission specially to investigate the action of chloroform
and solve, if possible, the important questions which I have
just mentioned. As our host has said, there is a peculiar
appropriateness in this appointment being made by the
Nizant’s Government as a great Mohammedan power, for in
the middle ages, when the arts and sciences were almost lost
in Europe, they still flourished at Bagdad and Cordova, and
-to the Saracens and Moors we owe the preservation of much
medical lore which would otherwise have been lost. Espe-
-cially did they direct their attention to the great practical
point of the treatment of disease and the use of remedies,
and in my own studies on the action of medicines I have
.had occasion to consult the works of Avicenna. Nor has
the Nizam in the appointment of this commission followed
the tradition of the Mussulmans only in the nature of the
subject selected, for in the liberality with which he has carried
out the scheme he has rivalled the generosity of Haroun-al-
Raschid at Bagdad, and Abdulrahman at Cordova. I may
’perhaps be permitted to sav that, although I have worked
in laboratories in London, Edinburgh, Leipsic, Vienna,
Berlin, Amsterdam, and Paris, and although no words can
.express my obligations to the directors of these laboratories
for all the benefits I received at their hands, yet in none of
them have I found the same facilities for work as at
Hyderabad. For here we have all the apparatus required.
Whenever anything is asked for it is at once supplied; dogs
and monkeys on which to test the action of chloroform are
provided in abundance, and of the willingness and ability of
our assistants it would be impossible to speak in too high
terms. By an improved method of recording our experi-
ments we shall be able to render the records as readily
available for examination and criticism by scientific men at
the Antipodes as they are here, and a hundred years hence
as they are now. As experiments are self-recording, they
are also free from any possibility of the result being modified
by a bias in the minds of the Commission, and whatever
men may say to our conclusions it is impossible for them
to challenge our facts. It may be hard in the space of a few
weeks to settle a question that has remained without a
certain answer for more than forty years, but, nevertheless,
owe hope that we shall be able to produce an array of facts
such as shall carry conviction to the minds of all unpre-
judiced persons, and which, we trust, will be of such prac-
tical utility in helping to prevent suffering and preserve
life, as to justify the great liberality of the Nizam’s Govern-

ment and lead other Governments to follow the noble
example so generously set by that of the Nizam."

Dr. Lawrie, in a brief speech, explained that the work of
the Commission was being carried on with perfect harmony,
and with only one object in view-namely, to arrive at
the truth. 

__________

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LOCAL GOVERN-
MENT BOARD.

THE eighteenth annual report of the Local Government
Board embodies for the first time an account of local

government as reconstituted by the Local Government
Act, 1888, and the resulting election of County Councils ;
and a somewhat lengthened account of the Act, of its
results on our system of local government, and on the duties
of various officers appointed under or affected by the Act, is
included in the volume. Several important financial con-
siderations bearing upon the Act are also considered. The

question of pauperism is next dealt with ; this question
coming in somewhat inconveniently to break the continuity
of the story of local government, which has again to be re-
sumed when the question of local administration and public
health is taken up as a third topic. There has, fortunately,
been a further decrease in the amount of total pauperism ;
the decrease on that for the preceding year being at the rate
of 1’7 per cent. There still remains, however, the uncom-
fortable fact that there is one pauper to every thirty-five
persons in the population of England and Wales ; and in
the year ending Lady Day, 1889, the number of vagrants
was larger than the mean number relieved in any recent year,
except 1869, 1880, and 1881. The cost per head for paupers,
which was :E1010. 10d. in 1888, somewhat exceeded that for
the previous year, although it was less than for a number of
previous years. Amongst the improvements affecting
metropolitan Poor-law infirmaries, it is stated that changes
are either being effected or are in prospect for the Lewis-
ham, Woolwich, Greenwich, Whitechapel, St. Giles,
Camberwell, and the St. Mary Abbots, Kensington,
Unions. The fever cases admitted into the Metropolitan
Asylums Board Hospitals during 1888 were 5152, as

against 6537 in 1887 ; 88 per cent. being scarlet fever cases.
The total number of admissions from small-pox were 62, a
number small beyond precedent, and this although five
years have elapsed since the last epidemic. During the
year the Elberfeld system of poor law was investigated for
the Board by Mr. J. S. Davy, the essential features of this
system being three in number. The investigation of the
circumstances of applicants for relief is undertaken by
large numbers of unpaid almoners; the service of the
almoners is not voluntary but compulsory; and the Poor-
law authority consists of a small body selected and con-
trolled by the Town Council, and not elected by the tax-
payers. But it is not considered that such a system would
work well in this country.
Reverting to local administration, as this term is gene-

rally understood, we find that the amount of loans
sanctioned for urban and rural sanitary authorities has
once more a slight tendency upwards, over two millions
and a quarter having been thus taken up during 1888. Of
this sum more than two millions were granted to urban
authorities. Of the medical officers of health now holding
office in the country, there was repayment of a moiety of
the salary in the case of 1211 districts ; the corresponding
number for inspectors of nuisances being 1120 ; the total
number of districts in England and Wales being 1004 urban
and 574 rural, or 1578 in all. Among the defaulting sani-
tary authorities, Cheshunt has often been referred to ; but
it is now stated that the works of sewerage there have been
completed, and that the writ of mandamus against the
authority has been discharged. In several other instances
works of a similar sort are impending with a view to the
same result. Oundle in Northamptonshire and Fleetwood
are two fresh cases that have recently been inquired into,
and it seems clear that remedial action will have to be
undertaken. Certain compulsory orders as to the removal
of refuse were also issued during the year; and inquiries
were held as to the pollution of a number of rivers. Steady
progress is being made with the inspection of canal boats,
and the indecent herding together of men, unmarried


